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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to give a number of

characterizations of reflexive Banach spaces having Schauder bases.

We show that a Banach space X with a basis such that Co is con-

tained in either X or in X* has a basis of type P. It follows that a

Banach space with an unconditional basis is reflexive if and only if

no basis is of type P. It is also shown that a Banach space with a

basis is reflexive if and only if every basis converges weakly to zero.

1. Introduction. In [10] Singer has given the following characteri-

zation of reflexive Banach spaces with bases:

Theorem A. A Banach space X with a basis is reflexive if and only if

no basic sequence in X is of type P (equivalently; type P*, type l+) (see

§2 for definitions).

An immediate consequence of this theorem is

Theorem B. A Banach space X with a basis is reflexive if and only if

every basic sequence is of type wc0 (see §2).

In the same paper Singer has asked whether these characterizations

of reflexivity also hold true if the expression "basic sequence" is re-

placed by "basis for X" [10, p. 368]. Answering a question raised by

Pelczynski, Foias and Singer have shown that C[0, l] has a basis of

type P and have asked whether £*[(), l] has such a basis [3].

In §3 we use the "extension lemma" of Zippin [ll] to give a par-

tial solution to the general problem of Singer by showing that if A is a

nonreflexive Banach space with a basis such that c0 is contained in

either X or X*, then X has a basis of type P (equivalently, a basis of

type P*, /+). In the case where X may be embedded in a Banach space

with an unconditional basis it follows that X is nonreflexive if and

only if X has a basis of type P (equivalently, type P*, /+).

In §4 we show that in Theorem B the expression "basic sequence"

may indeed be replaced by "basis for X", and that if X has an un-

conditional basis a stronger result may be obtained.
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2. Definitions and preliminary results. A Schauder basis (x/) for a

Banach space A having coefficient functionals (/,•) in A* and such

that 0<infi||x,|| ^sup;||xi|| < + co  is said to be

(a) of type P [lO], if sup„|| XX i x«| < + «.
(b) 0/ *y£e P* [10], if sup„|| zZtifi | < + *.
(c) o/ <y^e 7 [lO]i if there exists a constant OO such that for all

finite sequences ai, a2, • • • , a» for which a.-^O for all *,

n n

zZ aix\ ^ c zZ, «•■•
•=i t-i

(d) o/ /y£e wco [3], if the sequence {x,} converges weakly to zero

in A.

(e) of type swco [3], if there is a subsequence {xn<} of {x,} which

converges weakly to zero in A.

(f) shrinking [(>}, if (J/) is a basis for A*.
It is well known that in a Banach space A the existence of a basis

of type P, P*, or 1+ is equivalent to the existence in A of each of the

remaining two types [lO]. Also, the basis (x,-) is of type P (of type P*)

if and only if the basic sequence if/) in A* is of type P* (type P) [lO].

If {yi} is a sequence in a Banach space F we denote by [yt] the

closed linear span of the set {y,}. If A is isomorphic to a closed sub-

space of F we write AC F, while if A and F are isomorphic we write

A=F.
The only bases ix/) we will consider in this paper are those for which

0<inf,- ||x;|| ^sup,- ||x,-|| < + oo.

3. The main result.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a Banach space with a basis such that coEX.

Then X has a basis of type P iequivalently, of type P*, l+).

Proof. Suppose (x/) is a basis for A. Since CoCA and the unit vec-

tor basis for c0 converges weakly to zero, it follows from a theorem of

Bessaga and Pelczynski [l ] that there is a block basic sequence

I     2_,   atXijk-o

with respect to (xj) which is similar to the unit vector basis of Co- By

a lemma of Zippin [ll] there then exists a basis (wj, g/) for A such

that the subsequence (wPk) of (w/) is similar to the unit vector basis

of c0. Clearly we may assume ||w,-|| = 1 for all/.

Now if {w3}\{wPi} is a finite set then the basis (w/) is of type P.

Therefore we may assume there are infinitely many elements of the

set {wj} which are not in {wM}. We will define a rearrangement of
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the basis {w,} which will also be a basis for X and then "perturb" it

to get the desired basis.

Suppose wxE(wpf) (^ wx = wm simply interchange the following def-

initions of y2fc+i and y2f). Then let yx = wx, y2 = wJI1 and for k^2,

y2k-X = wj, where j is the smallest integer which has not appeared as

an index m on any wm occurring in the definition of yx, y2, ■ ■ ■ , y2k-2.

y^k = wPn, where pn is the smallest integer in the set {pk} which has not

appeared as an index m on any wm occurring in the definition of

yi, ?2, • • •, y*-i-

Now (y,)i"i is simply a rearrangement of the basis (wf) for A, so

[yi] =X and the corresponding rearrangement of the coefficient func-

tionals (gf) associated with (wf), call it (hf), is a sequence biorthogonal

to (y{). Also, if 22"-i ajWjEX then (apf) converges to zero, implying

22t-i iPkwPkEX. Thus there exists a natural projection P:X-+[wPk]

(which is continuous since (wPk) is similar to (e,-) in cf).

Let xEX. Then for any A it follows from the definition of the set

(yi) that there exist numbers r, m, and n for which

N r n

22 hi(x)y, = 22 gi(x)wi + 22 gPi(x)wPi-
i=l i—1 i=m

Hence
N j r 1 n

22 hi(x)yt   g    22 gi(x)wi   +    22 foiW^i
i=l 1=1 l=m

g k\\x\\ +2a||p|| ||*||,

where the number K>, 1 is given by Grinblyum's A-condition on the

basis (w^ [4]. Therefore we see that the partial sum operators of the

biorthogonal system (y,-, hf) are pointwise bounded, and since [y,] = X

it follows that (y,, hi) is a basis for X [7].

By a theorem of Pelczynski and Singer [8] the sequence (z,-) de-

fined for k 2i 1 by

22A-1 = y2t-i,       22* = y2k — y2k-i

is a basis for A. But since (y2k) is similar to the unit vector basis of c0

(a type P basis) and ||y<|| = 1 for all i, the basis (z/) defined above is of

type P and the theorem is proved.

Proposition 3.2. Let X be a Banach space with a basis (*,-,/<) such

that c0E[fi]EX*. Then X has a basis of type P (equivalently, P*,

l+).

Proof. Suppose c0C [fi]. Then as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 there

exists a block basic sequence with respect to the basis (/,-) of [fi]

which is similar to the unit vector basis of c0. By Zippin's lemma [ll ]
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this block basic sequence may be extended to a basis (qf) for [/,•]. An

inspection of Zippin's proof shows that the closed linear span of the

coefficient functionals associated with the basis (qf) is isomorphic to

the closed linear span of the coefficient functionals associated with

the basis if/) of [/<] and hence to A since the sequence of coefficient

functionals associated with (/,-) is similar to the basis (x/) for A.

Now we proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to obtain

the basis (y,-, h/) for [/,■] which is a rearrangement of the basis (qf),

and hence for which [fe<]=A according to our previous remarks.

Again, as in Theorem 3.1, we perturb the basis (y,-, h/) using the

theorem of Pelczynski and Singer to obtain the basis (z,, z() for [fi]

which is of type P. It is clear from Pelczynski and Singer's proof [8]

that [zf ] = [hi] = A. Therefore since (zt ) is of type P* it must be that

A has a basis of type P* and hence a basis of type P.

Our next theorem shows that in Proposition 3.2 we need only as-

sume CoCA* to obtain the same result.

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a Banach space with a basis stick that CoCA*.

Then X has a basis of type P (equivalently, P*, l+).

Proof. Let (x,-, /,•) be a basis for A. Since c0CA* there exists a

complemented subspace of A isomorphic to ll [l]. Thus we may

write A = Z1©Ai for some subspace Ai of A and since l1®l1 = l1 we

have X = l1®X1 = l1®il1®X/)=l1®X.

It is well known that if (e/) denotes the unit vector basis for I1 then

the sequence (z/) defined by

z-ik-i = (ek, 0),        z-,k = (0, x/)

is a basis for ll®X whose sequence of coefficient functionals is the

sequence (zt) defined by

zik-i = (et, 0),        za* = (0,/t),    k = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,

where here (e,-) denotes the unit vector basis for c0. Therefore e0C [zi ]

and by Proposition 3.2 the space I1® X has a basis of type P. Since we

have shown that Z1© A = A it follows that A has a basis of type P.

As we have mentioned previously, Foias and Singer have con-

structed a basis for C[0, 1 ] of type P and have asked whether L1 [0, 1 ]

has such a basis. This last question has recently been answered

affirmatively [5] using a construction process. However we see that

both of these results are immediate consequences of Theorems 3.1

and 3.3 since c„CC[0, l] and caE(Ll[0, l])*.

Of course there are nonreflexive Banach spaces with bases for which

Co can not be embedded in either the space or in its dual  (e.g. the
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space of James [6]), so Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 do not completely

characterize nonreflexive Banach spaces with bases. However, as the

next theorem shows, we are able to characterize nonreflexive Banach

spaces with bases which may be embedded in a Banach space with an

unconditional basis.

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a Banach space with a basis such that X can

be embedded in a Banach space with an unconditional basis. Then X is

reflexive if and only if no basis for X is of type P (equivalently, P*, l+).

Proof. If A is reflexive then no basic sequence is of type P [lO] so

certainly no basis is of type P.

Suppose A is nonreflexive. Then if CoCA it follows from Theorem

3.1 that A has a basis of type P. If c0(£A, then ^CA [2] and hence

X contains a subspace isomorphic to I1 and complemented in A [l].

Hence c0CA* [l ] and by Theorem 3.3 X has a basis of type P.

Pelczyfiski and Singer have shown that every infinite dimensional

Banach space with a basis has a conditional basis [8]. As a corollary

of Theorem 3.4 we obtain the following special case of this result.

Corollary 3.5. Every nonreflexive Banach space X with a basis has a

conditional basis.

Proof. Suppose every basis for X is unconditional. Then by

Theorem 3.4 there is an unconditional basis for A of type P and so

X = c0 [lO]. But it is well known that Co has a conditional basis, a con-

tradiction to our original assumption.

4. Our purpose in this section is to characterize reflexivity of

Banach spaces with bases in terms of weak convergence of the bases.

Our first result is a consequence of a theorem of Zippin [ll] while

our second follows from Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Banach space with a basis. Then X is re-

flexive if and only if every basis for X is of type wco-

Proof. If A is reflexive then no basic sequence is of type /+ [lO]

and so every basis is of type wc0.

Suppose every basis is of type wca and let (xi,fi) be any basis for X.

If (x/) is not shrinking then there exists a bounded sequence (yf) in X

such that fi(yf)—>k0 for all i but (yf) does not converge weakly to zero

[9]. Hence there is an/£A* such that the sequence {f(yf)} does not

converge to zero, implying there exists a subsequence (ykf) of (yf) for

which 1/^)1 ^e>0 for all/, but for which fi(ykj)jL>0 for each i.
By the theorem of Bessaga and Pelczynski [l] there is a sub-

sequence (ym) of (ykf) which is a basic sequence similar to a block
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basic sequence with respect to the basis (x/). Clearly, then, this block

basic sequence is not weakly convergent to zero. However by Zippin's

extension lemma [ll ] this block basic sequence may be extended to a

basis for A which, by the previous remark, is certainly not of type

wco- But by assumption every basis for A is of type wco-

This contradiction shows that the basis (x.) is shrinking, and since

(x/) was arbitrary it follows from Zippin's theorem [ll] that A is re-

flexive.

In the case where A has an unconditional basis we get the following

characterization of reflexivity which is a stronger result than Theorem

4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis.

Then X is reflexive if and only if every basis for X is of type swco-

Proof. As in Theorem 4.1, if A is reflexive then every basis is of

type swco.

Suppose every basis is of type swc0. Then no basis is of type P*, and

hence no basis is of type P. By Theorem 3.4, A is reflexive.
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